For further understanding the wide array of emotions embedded in human speech, we are introducing a strictly-guided simulated emotional speech corpus. In contrast to existing speech corpora, this was constructed by maintaining an equal distribution of 4 long vowels in New Zealand English. This balance is to facilitate emotion related formant and glottal source feature comparison studies. Also, the corpus has 5 secondary emotions and 5 primary emotions. Secondary emotions are important in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) to model natural conversations among humans and robots. But there are few existing speech resources to study these emotions, which has motivated the creation of this corpus. A large scale perception test with 120 participants showed that the corpus has approximately 70% and 40% accuracy in the correct classification of primary and secondary emotions respectively. The reasons behind the differences in perception accuracies of the two emotion types is further investigated. A preliminary prosodic analysis of corpus shows significant differences among the emotions. The corpus is made public at: github.com/tli725/JL-Corpus.
Introduction
A simple one-channel speech producing system that transmits explicit verbal messages is not sufficient for modern Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) applications. The interacting robots at the receiving end should be able to detect the implicit intentions, motives, and physiological clues from emotions embedded in speech spoken by the transmitting end and react accordingly. Hence, with the rapid advancements of artificial intelligence in HRI, a more in-depth and systematic study of emotions becomes essential for their automatic recognition and synthesis. The design of an emotional speech corpus can deeply affect the quality of emotion recognition and synthesis studies. The attributes of emotional speech corpora are naturalness, scope, and context [1] [2] . The naturalness of a corpus refers to whether the emotions were produced artificially or spontaneously. Emotional speech corpora with simulated, induced (semi-natural) and natural emotions have been developed [4] . Whilst corpora with naturally-produced emotions contain spontaneous emotional speech, the precise nature of the underlying emotion is not often captured due to the uncertainty in expressed emotion intensity and uncontrolled recording manner. This uncertainty makes it difficult to categorize some recordings to target emotional states. Also, retrieving natural speech data is complicated by privacy issues. So, for practical applications where prototypical emotional data are needed, induced or simulated corpora are preferred [1, 5] . The scope of a corpus is determined by the variations that are incorporated into it, like the emotion categories, gender, number of speakers and the modalities of emotion expressions. A wider scope is essential for a generalized corpus. The context of the corpus means the choice of speech material included. A common strategy for induced and simulated corpora is to use sentences without any emotion salient words [20] (e.g. interjections like "Alas!", "Heavens!"). These type of sentences are called emotionally neutral. These neutral sentences remove the semantic influence when speakers express the emotions. The naturalness, scope and context depend on the application in which the corpus is intended to be used. A summary of 5 commonly used open-source speech corpora with simulated emotions is summarized in Table 1 . Most of these corpora contain only Primary emotions 1 , with a few corpora (eg: IITKGP-SESC [12] ) including some Secondary emotions. The sentences used in the corpora are all emotionally neutral. The research goal addressed in this paper is to develop robots that interact socially with people. This requires the robot to be able to recognize and speak a wider range of emotions than only the primary emotions (Secondary emotions are heavily used in social interactions by humans). An affective response (via speech -emotional speech synthesis) of the robot to human emotions that it can sense (emotion recognition) is the proposed research requirement. This can be extended to the modelling of empathetic behaviour expressed by social robots [27, 28] . Analysing the emotions in the existing databases were insufficient to cater to the wide range of emotions people portray in social conversations. Most of the existing corpora have a good coverage of all phonemes in the language. But for the study of vocal expression of emotions at the intra-segmental level, the balance of different vowel types whose features were identified as emotion-related [8] is also required. Such balance is absent in most existing corpora (e.g. the number of /i:/ tokens is two times more than /o:/ tokens in EmoDB [9] ). To address these two concerns, this paper introduces a balanced open source emotional speech corpus which can be used for a systematic analysis of emotions used in HRI.
Emotional Corpus Design
The design of the Emotional speech corpus was done to address the requirements for following attributes: 1) Naturalness-A speech corpus with strictly-guided simulated emotions has been developed. To ensure that the emotions expressed by the speakers were an adequate reflection of reality, the emotional state was aroused into the speakers using two strategies. Firstly, a variation of the Stanislavski method [23] was used to induce the emotion into the speakers. Before each emotion recording, a situation was explained to the speaker along with some images conveying the emotion. This made the speakers' mental state aligned to that emotion before speaking. 1 Primary Emotions are emotions that are innate to support fast and reactive response behavior. Eg: angry, happy, sad, fear. Secondary emotions are assumed to arise from higher cognitive processes, based on an ability to evaluate preferences over outcomes and expectations. Eg: relief and hope [14, 15] These images were displayed throughout the recording process so that the emotional state can be maintained. Secondly, for secondary emotions, the speakers were asked to speak leading phrases before the emotionally neutral sentences. For example, before sentences with encouraging emotion, the speakers said "Well done", and then continued with a neutral sentence like "Linda asks for more darts" (These leading phrases were not included in the actual corpus.). These 2 methods of emotion induction makes this a strictly-guided simulated corpus. Preparing different speakers with the same leading phrases and images helped them reach the same level of emotion intensity and they were required to maintain it throughout the recording.
2) Scope-This corpus provides the resources for emotion synthesis and recognition using speech as the modality, thus only the audio recordings were included. This corpus is divided into 2 sections based on the emotions included, which are the 5 primary and 5 secondary emotions. The primary emotions are happy, angry, neutral, sad, excited and the secondary emotions are enthusiastic, apologetic, pensive, worried, and anxious. The choice of the primary emotions has been made based on current research works focusing on these emotions [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] 17] , making it possible to compare the developed corpus with existing ones. The choice of the secondary emotions is based on the conclusions from [31] , that these subtle emotions are relevant for the speech synthesis of social robots in HRI. A visual representation of the emotions on a Valence Arousal (V-A) 2D 2 plot is shown in Figure 1 . In the plot, the position of primary emotions has been marked in upper-case blue letters and secondary emotions in lower-case red letters. It can be seen that the corpus has been designed to span over a large part of V-A plane. The addition of secondary emotions has extended the scope of the corpus to regions that are variations and combinations of the primary emotions. To increase the scope, the speech was recorded from 4 speakers. All the speakers (two male and two female) were trained voice actors (two current broadcasters, one broadcasting tutor and one broadcasting trainee) of New Zealand English.
3) Context-Most existing corpora have only addressed the overall phonetic balance without equal distributions for specific vowel types. The waveforms of long monophthongs (eg: /a:/, /o:/ ) can be easily decomposed into vocal tract and vocal source parts due to their superior quasi-periodicity. Previous studies suggest these vowels can be used to effectively predict emotions [19, 22] . A balanced design can facilitate emotion related formant and glottal source feature comparison across vowel types, as different vowel types do not perform equally 2 V-A 2D plot is based on Russel's circumplex model of emotions [7] . Valence level indicates the pleasantness of the voice ranging from unpleasant (Eg: sad, fear) to pleasant (Eg: happy, calm). The arousal level specifies the level of reaction to stimuli and range from inactive (Eg: sleepy, sad) to active (Eg: anger, surprise).
Figure 1: V-A plane showing the emotions in the corpus
in emotion recognition [21] . So, the speech material of this corpus has been chosen carefully to allow for equal number of 4 English long vowels -/a:/, /o:/, /i:/ and /u:/, each with 10 occurrences in 15 different sentences. The semantic context of all the sentences in the corpus were kept the same for all primary emotions without any emotional bias [16] . For the secondary emotions, a different strategy was adopted. During the pilot recording experiment, emotionally neutral sentences were used for Secondary emotions as well. Secondary emotions have only subtle characteristics compared to primary emotions. Without any emotion salient words the speaker found it difficult to reach the emotion state. For example, it was challenging to portray apology without words like "sorry". Due to this difficulty, first two sentences were chosen to have emotion salient words. Eg: for apologetic emotion, a sentence included was "I am sorry for your loss". These were followed by 13 emotionally neutral sentences. With the addition of these sentences the gap between speakers' normal mental state and the targeted emotional state could be narrowed and they also found it easier to maintain the required emotion intensity. Occasionally in a long sentence, the expected emotion may deviate to a different one, especially for some pairs, like "excited" and "happy". To ensure that only one emotion was maintained throughout the whole utterance, short sentences with 4-7 syllables were chosen. An example of a sentence used was "Jack views an art piece". The monophthongs have been marked with the bold letters.
These speakers were asked to portray the emotions naturally, without any exaggeration. The recording was split into two sessions, conducted on different days to account for speaker's possible psychophysiological abnormality at the time of recording due to unexpected events beforehand. Each session was further split into primary emotion and secondary emotion sections. There was a 30 minutes rest interval in between the two sections. Each recording session took 120 minutes to complete. To conduct the recording in a natural and reverberation free condition, the recording took place in a soundproofed room with an acoustic separation between the speaker and the recording computer. The level of ambient noise in the room was 18 dB(A). An AKG C460B microphone and a Roland Octa-Capture pre-amplifier (set to 25 dB) were used to collect the speech data. The speech signal was sampled at 44.1kHz and stored as 16-bit numbers. While recording, the speakers were required to sit upright, with their lips at a distance of 15 cm from the microphone. The sentence prompt was changed to the next one only when the researcher hearing the recorded sentences in real-time was satisfied with the quality and intensity of the emotion. In total, there are 4 (speakers) × 5 (primary emotions) × 2 (repetitions) × 15 (sentences) × 2 (sessions) = 1200 primary emotion sentences and 4 (speakers) × 5 (secondary emotions) × 2 (repetitions) × (13 (emotion neutral sentences) + 2 (emotion salient sentences)) × 2 (sessions) = 1200 secondary emotion sentences, making a total of 2400 sentences, with a footprint of 520 MB. (The full list of sentences is included in the online repository). Overall, this corpus was designed to cater to requirements of researchers currently working in the areas of emotion classification and synthesis studies for HRI. Human perception tests (to validate the quality of the corpus) and pilot prosody analysis were conducted. This is explained in detail in the following sections.
Emotional Corpus Evaluation
Once the corpus was prepared, a large-scale human perception test was conducted to evaluate it. Such an evaluation is needed to standardize the corpus by removing recordings that may not satisfy the required emotion levels. A testing environment was set up, where each participant had to listen to 60 recordings randomly chosen from the 2400 recordings. As the corpus consists of 2 parts -Primary and Secondary emotions, the perceptual validation was also conducted on each part separately. Moreover, based on the feedback of a pilot perception experiment, participants found it very difficult to discriminate a mixture of 5 primary and 5 secondary emotions via speech. Each participant listened to a sentence set and judged the emotion from a pre-set list of emotions, including an "unsure" option. The perception test was conducted via an online survey platform. So, the users could finish the test at their preferred location with a headset and a computer. An online survey platform was chosen to maximize the number of participants, which helps to generalize the findings. The participants were not required to have any specific knowledge about the role of emotions in speech. This generalized participation was chosen as the corpus will be used in applications where the users may also not have any such knowledge. The perception test was completed by 120 participants aged 16-45, with 60 people each evaluating the primary and secondary emotions. Based on their self-reporting, all participants had above average hearing ability, with 50 participants being first language New Zealand English speakers and the remaining 70 were bilingual speakers who spoke English on a daily basis. All participants completed the perception test, with 20% and 80% of them using loudspeakers and headphones respectively. Each participant took approximately 25 minutes for the test. The design of the perception test was done such that each recording was evaluated by three participants.
The emotion perceptual recognition performance is shown in the form of confusion matrices (Figure 2 (a) and (b) for primary and secondary emotions respectively). The "unsure" choices (6.7% of total responses) were neglected for the analysis. The last column of the confusion matrix summarizes the hit rate for each emotion (in grey cell) and the overall hit rate for all emotions (in blue cell). The bold black numbers in each cell Figure 2 (a) that angry and sad have relatively high perception hit rates, reaching accuracies of 79.6% and 71.9% respectively. Excited is the emotion that was most difficult to identify (hit rate = 61.3%). It was misclassified as either happy or angry. The emotions highly confused with angry were happy and excited. Also, it can be noted that sad sentences were highly misclassified as neutral. A majority of the wrongly classified neutral sentences were marked as sad and happy. It can be seen that angry or excited are rarely perceived as sad. Also, sad and neutral were rarely confused with excited. These findings can be explained by the Valence-Arousal emotion model [7] (refer Figure 1 ). The emotions well apart on the arousal dimension are more easily differentiated than those on the valence dimension. This implies a complete emotion separation cannot be perceptually achieved and more emphasis should be put on the valence level when complementing with other modalities like video for a multi-modal emotion recognition. In summary, the overall hit rate combining all of the primary emotions is 69.1%. This result is comparable with some existing corpora [12, 13] . The secondary emotion perception test confusion matrix is shown in Figure 2(b) . The best perception hit rate was obtained for pensive (51.6%), with some tokens being confused with worried. This can be related to their closeness in the V-A plot (Figure 1 ). Enthusiastic and apologetic have classification rates around 42%, and worried was the most wrongly identified emotion. The few misclassifications between apologetic vs. anxious, apologetic vs. enthusiastic shows that these emotions are less confused. Some confusions like worried vs. apologetic, anxious vs. enthusiastic can be expected as people often relate to certain words to perceive them. In order to understand whether the emotionally salient words had an impact on the perception of emotions, a comparison of the results of two separate sets of sentences in the secondary emotion corpus-emotionally neutral sentences and emotion salient sentences was done. The average hit rate of the emotion salient sentences alone was 60%, while the neutral sentences alone had a much lower hit rate of 33%. This indicates that emotion salient words enhanced the perception rate of the participants, while the context neutrality of the sentences made it difficult to perceive the secondary emotions. This proves that the emotion salient words in the sentences play a significant role in influencing peoples perception of secondary emotions whose variations are subtle compared to primary emotions. Overall, the reasons for the misclassifications for both primary and secondary can be associated to the participants familiarity with understanding emotions in speech (the test was conducted with a broader population, and not with people trained in speech studies) as well as the context-neutrality of the sentences used.
The corpus was screened by selecting sentences that were correctly classified by at least 2/3 people, thus retaining 60% of the total corpus (comparable to existing corpus retention percentages after perception test [9] ). After removing the poorly expressed recordings, the remaining corpus achieved 86% and 73.1% emotion perception accuracy for primary and secondary emotions respectively. Post-processing was done on the perceptually evaluated corpus to make it suitable for feature extraction and prosody analysis. The corpus were labeled at the word and phonetic levels by the Munich Automatic Web Segmentation System, webMAUS [24] . MAUS has a New Zealand English option. However, hand checking of vowel boundaries is still required. This need has been noted by other studies [26] . In this case, we found around 15% of the webMAUS marked boundaries in the corpus were not accurate and they were manually corrected afterwards. We converted the labeled data into an EMU formatted corpus [25] , followed by the EMU-supported extraction of each voiced segments pitch contour. Phonetic labelled recordings, their F0 contours and all of the preparation material of this corpus (JL corpus) are made public at: github.com/tli725/JL-Corpus.
Emotional Corpus Analysis
Preliminary analysis of the corpus was conducted based on 2 prosody parameters -Fundamental frequency, F0 and Speech rate, with changes in the emotions. Figure 3 shows the F0 analysis for the primary and secondary emotions. The plots depict how the mean F0 of 4 vowels vary along with the emotions for male and female speakers. The error bars represent the F0's 95% confidence interval (CI). The equal distribution of 4 vowels allows direct comparison across vowel types. There are substantial changes in F0 across different emotions. These trends are steady and comparative for both genders, with female F0 values higher than male F0 values. The F0 of different vow- els behave similarly across different emotions and the betweenvowel within-emotion differences are less pronounced than the between-emotion within-vowel ones. For low arousal emotions (eg: sad, apologetic), the F0 of different vowels are lower and more converged, especially for male speakers, as expected [29] . An analysis of the speech rate in syllables/second [30] across different emotions was done (Figure 4 -significantly different emotions pairs obtained from a pairwise T-test is marked by arrows). The emotion with the lowest average speech rate is sad, and is significantly different from all other emotions except apologetic. Excited has the highest average speech rate, followed by anxious and enthusiastic. Pensive showed significant difference in speech rate from all other emotions, and another significantly different pair is enthusiastic and neutral. The difference in the arousal levels between worried vs. anxious, excited vs. happy (having similar valence levels) is evident from their speech rate variation. The speech rate variations are not as pronounced as the F0 due to the short duration of the sentences in the corpus (Noted in other studies [13] ). The preliminary results with Mean F0 and speech rate do provide reasonable separation of the emotions, but a deeper prosodic analysis is still required. Even though the secondary emotions did not perform well in the perception test, their prosodic features still suggest significant differences. This shows that the corpus can be used as a reliable tool to study the secondary emotions.
Conclusion
This paper discusses the development of a strictly-guided simulated emotional speech corpus in New Zealand English. The investigation of emotion-related features in phonetic units like vowel segments can be supported by this corpus. Due to the equal distribution of the 4 vowels in the corpus, the intrasegmental feature comparison extracted from them can yield more reliable findings without any quantity bias due to more tokens from any vowel type. Another novelty of this corpus is the addition of secondary emotions. Secondary emotions are of significance in social interactions between humans and also need to be studied in the context of HRI. Synthesizing such subtle emotions poses challenges as they are not easily differentiated as the primary emotions from the valence and arousal levels. This difficulty in differentiation has been noted in the Perception test conducted. Even so, such a corpus is required to enable researchers to study these emotions and synthesize them. Preliminary acoustic analysis of the corpus has been conducted, which shows variations in the basic prosody parameters across vowels and emotions. The variations are being used for emotion classification using the long vowels and emotional speech synthesis of the secondary emotions for HRI applications.
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